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Abstract:  This paper proposes an explanation for the Kosovo secession from Serbia/Yugoslavia. This 

is achieved by disaggregating the ‘reality’ of the state through the process tracing method, 

which compares the cases of the Tito and Milošević triangles of accommodation practices. 

The focus is on the games of survival practiced at the middle levels of political life, around 

the local state policy implementer and the consequences of his removal. This paper 

examines not only why, but how the secession of Kosovo occurred when it did. It shows 

that the strength of authoritarianism or the regime-oppression capability is not what held 

the Serbia and Kosovo together; rather, it was the policies of accommodations which one 

leader did better than the other. 
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Introduction 

As a consequence of the changing political landscape in a post-communist Europe, some countries 

have dissolved while new countries have emerged. The reasons for the dissolution of Yugoslavia are 

still being debated among international observers and academics, since its fallout had significant 

consequences for the entire global system.1 Although most of the current discussions revolve around 

the role of the international structure and/or the country’s institutional arrangements, insufficient 

attention is paid to the actions of individual agents, despite the fact that in this, as in most other cases, 

the individual agents played significant roles and were the decisive factors in the dissolution 

processes. To test this proposition, using Joel Migdal’s work2 on weak states and strong societies, this 

paper will examine the role of an agent in the case of the dissolution of Yugoslavia/Serbia and the 

emergence of Kosovo.3 This paper looks at Kosovo’s emergence out of Yugoslavia/Serbia as an ideal 

and significant example of how political games around a single agent can explain why levels of 

groupness among ethnic Albanians could have increased and transformed local political conflict into 

a full-fledge inter-ethnic war and successful secession. Brubaker warns analysts about the need to 

distinguish groups from groupness,4 and to focus the analytical attention on the policy interventions 

which have caused the increased cohesion of a group that can help explain a more successful, or a less 

successful ethnic mobilization. 

Despite the increasing number of cases where the actions of individual agents have had 

significant implications for the stability of the inter-state system, there has been no significant 

scholastic study on this level of action, nor has there been an investigation of how these activities 

affect the survival of any state holistically. As such, the significance of an individual agent in the 

secession of Kosovo presents itself as an opportune case study to compare Slobodan Milošević and 

Josip Broz Tito’s approach to Kosovo at the middle level of political action, and draw conclusions 

about the causes for separations of the province at the time when it happened. A valid argument could 

be posited that the two sides of conflict in the case of Kosovo made irreconcilable historical demands 

that no agent could straddle. Yet, evidently, despite such long historical tendencies, Tito managed to 

straddle those different demands through balanced accommodations, while Milosevic did not. The 

argument here is that the key difference in the approach of those two leaders is the effective use of a 

skillful local implementer as a central state agent in keeping the multiethnic state together.  

 

Approaches to the Case of Kosovo 

As it is well known, the country of Yugoslavia dissolved into seven new states: the most recent being 

Kosovo, which formally declared independence from Serbia in 2008. In analyzing the reasons behind 

the dissolution of the country, some like Živojinović (1992)5 and more recently Pranger (2011),6 were 

arguing against the so called “Milošević factor” and were trying to suggest that Milošević had some 

‘bigger-than-life’ messianic role not only to save Bosnian and Albanian Muslims from the ills of their 

religion, but that Milošević even tried to save Europe and the global world order from an incoming 

‘Islamic threat’ in the Balkans. Alongside the fact that they talk about the ‘centuries old’ Islamic 

danger,7  this time coming from the local autochthonous Muslim populations,8 these authors also 

made a folly in attempting to present Milosevic as a popular Serbian nationalistic leader who was 

fighting hard for the Serbs and Croats not “to be minorities in their own houses.”9 For these 

distortions we can exonerate Živojinović, a professor of history at the University of Belgrade, who 

wrote his piece in 1992 when Milošević was in the zenith of his power, and when it was dangerous 

for anyone to write against him and live and to work in Serbia. However, Pranger’s 2011 writing is 

simply deceitful. A prime example of how Milošević was despised by most of the Serbs is his own 

burial, mentioned later in this paper.10 

Among works that tried to circumvent the “Milošević factor,” that of David Gibbs11 is worth 

mentioning. Not knowing local languages and relying exclusively on secondary sources for his 
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analysis, Gibbs proposes that exogenous factors causing an economic failure, imperialism, and the 

policies of multinational corporations were the main reasons for the Yugoslav collapse and Kosovo 

separation. Although it will be hard to completely ignore the roles of those corporations, most of 

these proposals still fall short of explaining the ethnically charged civil war, which involved a case of 

genocide and the breakup of Yugoslavia into many units celebrated by all respective local 

populations. Furthermore, it should also be noted that the dissolution wars of former Yugoslavia 

occurred exclusively with Serbia’s involvement.12 This reality points to the crucial role which the 

Milosevic-led state played in the dissolution of Yugoslavia. It is tempting for the observers to 

oversimplify and use “Balkan ghosts” to explain these wars. However, as Laitin (2007) suggested,13 

rather than focus on the long felt interethnic hatred and resentment which are latently always present, 

it is important to understand how the state failed to police its periphery, and what the tipping point 

was when these failures became the destiny. This suggests that most important factors should also be 

sought on an institutional and individual level and within those states. 

Some researchers like Pavković (2010),14 note that institutional multiculturalism, as a 

foundation for later nationalisms of all different constitutive units, was the main prelude for the 

Yugoslav state fragmentation.15 Such nationalism is particularly potent in the case of 

counterbalancing states when ethnic majorities view the control of political institutions as an 

absolutely essential tool for their ethnic survival, as established by Horowitz (1995)16 and Shoup 

(2008).17 The same concerns were felt by Serbs of Yugoslavia, and – to a larger extent – by ethnic 

Albanians in Kosovo. Siding with that argument, this paper builds on the proposition of Brubaker that 

nationalism could be understood “as a form of remedial political action”18 that needs to be dissected 

as “category of practice.”19 In the case of Serbia and the rise of Milošević into power, such dissection 

could be observed in the work of Vladisavljević (2004)20 who well described how Milošević’s 

nationalism was actually not his ideological preference. Rather, it was a remedial opportunistic 

political action that went wrong for him and caused Serbia to lose the territory that it previously 

controlled. Milošević’s opportunism was also highlighted by Hall (1999) who intermittently 

suggested that Milošević was a post-communist dictator turned into nationalist.21 This paper, 

however, does not consider Milošević neither as a nationalist, nor as a leader with any principal 

ideological preference beyond opportunism, who misplayed policy options around local state 

implementor and lost Kosovo for Serbia.22 

The case of Kosovo represents a case of “triadic configuration” with national minorities, 

nationalizing states, and an external homeland, a combination of factors that Laitin noted to be 

particularly dangerous and complicated.23 For that reason, the best approach to this case study is a 

micro level analysis of the roles of the key individual local agents in the process of Serbia-Kosovo’s 

dissolution. This inquiry follows the advice of Migdal (1988) in that it takes steps to analyze the 

causes of the failure or success by disaggregating the ‘reality’ of the state, because that exposes the 

importance of the local agents in keeping or disaggregation of the multiethnic states.  

In his seminal work, Max Weber long ago established the importance of a charismatic leader 

without elaborating much on the role of the individual local agents who are only seen as a part of the 

bureaucracy of a state. For him, a state has the exclusive right of coercion and hierarchy because “if 

the state is to exist, the dominated must obey authority claimed by the powers that be”.24 It will be 

hard to argue about this matter-of-fact-attribute of a state. However, is it only the coercion and 

hierarchy that keeps the states together? For Migdal, relations within the state are not so much 

organized in a strict hierarchy; rather, they are the mélange of social organizations often competing 

for influence by creating their own unit-special strategies of survival.25 Such ‘fragmentation of 

influence’ forces all players within the state to play games of survival through the Triangle of 

Accommodation’s structure. The particular attention for this observation will be the policies of 

survival practiced not only by the leaders, but also the middle levels of political life, as this is where 

many of the explanatory variables for the Yugoslavian dissolution query are to be found. 
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That fragmentation of Yugoslavia occurred as a result of many internal conflicts which 

caused subsequent secessionist wars after “the disintegration of governmental authority and the 

breakdown of a political and civil order”, as Woodward (1995) correctly noted.26 Since the process of 

dissolution began and ended in Kosovo, particular attention should be focused on the separation of 

Kosovo from Serbia using the Migdal’s (1988) established framework. The case of Kosovo best 

exemplifies the complexity of state building dynamics in the Triangle of Accommodation, which 

usually “results in an allocation of state resources that reinforce societal fragmentation.”27 The 

Triangle of Accommodation, in the case of Kosovo, was organized between (i) the central state 

leadership of first Yugoslavia – and then Serbia, (ii) state policy implementor – later groomed to 

become one of the strongmen too; and (iii) local strongmen from various segments of ethnic Albanian 

society, which will be treated as a given and whose strategies of survival will not be elaborated upon. 

Rather than the usual concentration on agency, the focus here is on the role of the individual agent 

and the consequences of the breakdown of the previously established power Triangle, in the 

multiethnic Kosovo. The central point of the observations will be the implementor and the 

consequences of his removal. 

When Serbian communist and national leader, Slobodan Milošević, dismissed the ethnic 

Albanian led Kosovo Communist Party leadership in 1988, he destroyed the previously established 

Triangle of Accommodation created by Tito. With that, Milošević left the Serbian state without local 

implementors in Kosovo, which in turn provided local separatists with unimpeded ethnic mobilization 

capabilities. Such ethnic mobilization increased the strength of the centrifugal forces and led to the 

full separation and independence of Kosovo. Once again, mobilization capabilities proved to be the 

decisive factor for the escalation of ethic demands into full scale secessionist war, as Gurr and Harff 

(2003) observed in their study on ethnic conflict.28 

To add to the intricacy of the issue of Kosovo, it must be noted that Milošević in fact acted 

there in order to keep in check the growing power of the local implementors. At the same time, 

Milošević attempted to ride on the process of state driven ‘nation nationalizing’ to correct the 

perceived deficiencies of the ‘Serbian nation-state’.29 However, he misread the whole game, and as a 

consequence of his mistakes the Serbian state lost Kosovo while his life ended in a prison cell of the 

International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia. Utilization of the historical, before-and-

after process tracing method facilities a comparison of two leader’s Triangle of Accommodation 

games, and offers an explanation for the separation of Kosovo from Serbia. This approach will also 

help us to dispel the popular misnomer that the former Yugoslavia was unified only under the “strong 

hand” of Tito and when that hand was removed everything fell apart. Yet, the argument should be 

made that it is not the strength of authoritarianism and the regime-oppression capability that held the 

country together; rather, it was political games of cooption, which Tito played much better than 

Milošević, and that kept Yugoslavia – as well as Serbia – and Kosovo together. This argument is a 

blunt refutation for those who claim that it is the strength of coercive mechanisms and the ability to 

oppress that keeps multiethnic states together. As we witnessed with the collapse of the states in 

Ukraine, Libya, Syria, Yemen, Somalia and maybe Bahrain, the same multiethnic compositions of 

those states present particular challenges for their leaders to maintain their respective states. It is still 

hard for observers to note how exactly the oppressive mechanisms failed to uphold state structures in 

those cases, but as an instance of failure, Yugoslavia provides such a possibility. The attention to 

individual agents in each case can perhaps best expose the telling points leading up to separation, and 

the factors why state oppression failed. 
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Tito’s Triangle of Accommodation in Kosovo 

To understand the complexity of state formation and relations in the Yugoslav and Serbian state, we 

have to briefly lay down the historical circumstances which set the country on the path where 

fragmented social control caused the problems of political mobilization. The country of Yugoslavia 

first appeared on the map as the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes in 1918.30 The Serbian-led 

Kingdom was formed in phases. The first segment occurred as the result of war maneuvering by the 

young Serbian state and the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire (Montenegro, Macedonia, Vojvodina 

and Kosovo as a part of Serbia). During the next stage, out of the collapsed Hapsburg Empire, 

emerged the short-lived Country of Slovenes, Croats and Serbs – composed of today’s Slovenia, 

Croatia and Bosnia. The new country lacked its own military to protect itself and hence joined the 

Kingdom of Serbia. Although Serbian armies acted in the newly conjoined territories as if they were 

the liberators of Serbian territories, the new state named the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes 

inherited the strong multiethnic character of both Empires.  

The three dominant ethnic groups mentioned in the name of the new country shared space 

with several other ethnic groups and nations, such as Montenegrins, Macedonians, Bosniaks and 

ethnic Albanians. These circumstances set the new South Slavic state on the path towards the 

ethnically fragmented country that had to carefully balance relations between all these groups which 

were already formed as strong societies. Even the name of the new country was an attempt to appease 

some of the stronger national liberation movements among them, who were also given portions of 

political leadership, but with the Serbian dynasty at its helm. While Serbs were the largest ethnic 

group in total count, there were large swaths of the new country with minimal or no Serbian presence. 

The political maneuvering did not work well and opposition to what was ultimately Serbian rule grew 

among the different ethnic groups. The first Constitution of the country adopted in June 1921 

attempted to ease some elements of the fragmentations by declaring the new country to be the unitary 

kingdom and national state of one nation, and the three tribes of that same Yugoslav (Southern-Slav) 

nation. To further strengthen the argument of one nation, the country officially changed the name to 

the Kingdom of Yugoslavia in 1929.31 The new country grew increasingly authoritarian, and the King 

Aleksandar Karadjordjević’s declared dictatorship in 1929 further strained the relations among 

different ethnic groups and increased the opposition to the Serbian-led rule. This strong disapproval 

left the Serbian-born King with no option but to rule with the iron fist of the army, and without 

enough local implementors on the ground capable of enforcing the central government's policies and 

of mobilizing the local population and resources for the central state's goals. Although Croatian 

opposition was the loudest, other groups resisted as well ultimately demonstrated with the 

assassination of the King by a Macedonian nationalist in 1934.32  

Old Yugoslavia eventually collapsed as a state after just eleven days of German onslaught in 

WWII and the new fascist vassal states mushroomed in the region during that period which further 

strained ethnic concord. However, the old notion of the united South Slavic state was held strongly by 

the Communist-led resistance and as they emerged victorious after the war, new Yugoslavia was 

constituted as the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. At the helm of the state then came the ethnic Croat 

communist, Josip Broz Tito. After the very bloody years of interethnic slaughter encouraged by the 

Nazis in old Yugoslavia,33 Tito’s main platform was interethnic peace and accommodation as 

proclaimed by his policy of ‘brotherhood and unity’. This program was well received by the majority 

of the population exhausted by the bloody war. The communist-led government tried hard to maintain 

itself utilizing what Migdal (1988) eventually called the Triangle of Accommodation, as a political 

constellation the communist government effectively adjusted to serve the multiethnic nature of the 

state. The longer the Triangle existed, the more accustomed people became to it and an expectation of 

accommodations continued and increased. Migdal also proposed such a situation when he stated that 

“once established, a fragmented distribution of social control has been difficult to transform [and] 

state leaders could not easily dismiss conflicting sets of rules in society.”34 This expectation of 
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accommodations played an important role in redefining what was – by then – the Socialist Federal 

Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) constitution in 1974, which was designed in light of these conflicting 

expectations to grant some of the various ethnic demands, while keeping the unified state. SFRY was 

by then comprised of six republics, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Macedonia, 

Slovenia, Serbia with the two autonomous provinces of Vojvodina and Kosovo. As proposed by 

Migdal’s (1988) model, bureaucratic appointments in the federal state were not merit based, but based 

upon loyalties and/or the ethnic factor. Despite these accommodations, there remained some 

opposition to a South-Slav dominated state.  

One of these groups that strongly rejected Serbian rule from the very creation of Yugoslavia 

was the non-Slavic Albanians which mainly inhabited the region of Kosovo and the surrounding 

areas. Albanians had their own strong national liberation movement which sought to create a national 

state for Albanians in the large territories of the South-west Balkans; they fought several wars against 

the Ottoman Empire in an attempt to achieve this goal.35 However, as the Ottomans retreated from the 

Balkans, large parts of the territories with the ethnic Albanian majority fell under Serbian rule. Ethnic 

Albanians resented it, but their territories remained as a part of Serbia nevertheless. The Serbian state, 

on the other hand, never had a strong mobilizational capability in these territories and especially 

Kosovo.  

This uneasy relationship between the ethnic Albanians and the Serbian state continued even 

after the communist victory in WWII. Denitch (1994) also notes that Albanians “never voluntarily 

became a part of either Yugoslavia or its predecessor state, Serbia.”36 To appease some of the ethnic 

Albanian demands, and meanwhile keep in check Serbian nationalists, Kosovo was officially declared 

an Autonomous Province in the Socialist Republic of Serbia after 1964, and eventually, in 1974, 

given attribute of ‘Socialist’ as a sign of the full titular importance of the autonomous region.37 

The Albanian antagonism would also grow particularly strong during the reign of the 

notorious Yugoslav Secret Police Chief, Aleksandar Ranković, who often employed Stalinist methods 

to quash any real or perceived opposition. Tito eventually purged Ranković in the summer of 1966 

and turned a new page in Yugoslav state relations with the ethnic Albanians.38 It is hard to ascertain 

whether Tito understood that the Yugoslav state needed local ethnic Albanian implementors in order 

to be able to carry out central state policies and mobilize local ethnic Albanian population for the 

achievement of those goals. Nevertheless, certain indicators could point to such a conclusion. Above 

anything else, Tito’s own political survival also depended on social control, interethnic peace, and 

careful balancing. This balance was most strongly challenged in Kosovo with a large ethnic group 

with strong centrifugal tendencies occupying territory adjacent to their national state.39 Tito 

understood40 that in such “circumstances of fragmented social control, the state have become an arena 

of accommodation”.41 

Right after the ousting of Ranković in the Fall of 1966, Kosovo Albanians finally received 

the long sought right of instruction in the Albanian language at the state funded University of Priština, 

which at that time still functioned as an outpost of the Serbian-controlled Belgrade University. Two 

years later, the University in Priština became a fully independent state institution with its own staff 

and the parallel instruction in both the Albanian and Serbian languages. For ethnic Albanians, this 

was considered a major development since it finally provided not only a chance for higher education 

as a springboard for social mobility in communist-led countries, but also as the rallying point for their 

intellectuals and the elites. During the politically hot years of the 1980s, Priština University served as 

a hotbed for ethnic Albanian aspirations.42 Often led by their professors, ethnic Albanian students 

frequently clashed with federal police while demanding more autonomy and political rights for the 

Autonomous Region of Kosovo. The federal government, which at that time was still at the helm of a 

strong state, on the other hand feared that more autonomy and rights would lead Kosovo into 

irredentism to join the neighboring ethnic Albanian state,43 which in turn did what it could to 

encourage such demands. The economically weak Albanian state with a paranoid Stalinist leader 
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pursued such a strategy not so much as a policy of choice, but rather as a policy of necessity to 

confront Yugoslav aggressive attempts to assert political domination over Albania. This foreign 

policy game, however, indicated what Migdal points to as “a second ‘sufficient’ condition for the 

emergence of strong states [of Yugoslavia] – the existence of a serious military threat from outside or 

from other communal groups in the country.”44 While such a threat changes the risk calculus of state 

leaders, instead of further suppressing ethnic Albanians, Tito chose the risky game of balancing the 

Triangle of Accommodation.  

To confront independently formed local strongmen, who could easily seek alliance with an 

outside power, Tito understood that he needed local implementors whose political survival would 

depend primarily on the Federal structures, while staying sufficiently close to the local population as 

an indicator of the willingness to compromise. For this role Tito chose an ethnic Albanian and young 

political star Azem Vllasi, who was at one point also popularly known as “Tito’s most beloved 

youth.”45  

This political maneuvering and the meteoric rise of Azem Vllasi, first on a federal 

Communist party platform, and then on Kosovo regional political stepladders, was the second strong 

indicator that Tito understood the need for the strong local implementor. As Kosovo slowly assumed 

the role as a de facto separate federal unit – especially after the amended Yugoslav constitution of 

1974 – the Federal state needed local “bureaucrats of the state, [who] must identify their own ultimate 

interests with those of the state as an autonomous organization.”46 Vllasi did carryout his role as 

predicted, however, eventually playing the double game of survival by correctly understanding where 

to place his loyalties and at what times. His position was further strengthened by the dreadful reign of 

Ranković who ‘effectively’ eliminated most of the other strongmen, and especially after the purge of 

the old guard of the ethnic Albanian Communist leader Mahmut Bakarli in 1981.47 Bakarli could have 

been the peer-official competitor to balance Vllasi, but with his removal, Vllasi became “a key figure 

in distributing rewards intended as the backbone of the new [state fashioned] strategies of survival”48 

and effectively assumed both roles of state implementor and one of the Kosovo strongmen.49  

The best example of Vllasi’s usefulness as a local implementor capable of resisting local peer 

pressure and confronting other local strongmen was evidenced when he effectively confronted 

Albanian separatist rhetoric and reinforced the position of the Yugoslav state in Kosovo.50 As various 

nationalistic separatist movements swept across Yugoslavia in the early 1980s, Priština ethnic 

Albanian students held demonstrations in which they demanded more autonomy for Kosovo. Some 

protestors were carrying signs which read “Kosovo-Republic.” In Federal Yugoslavia, only official 

republics had a constitutional right of secession. Confident in federal support, Vllasi was able to 

confront separatist forces by rejecting those demands and ‘explaining’ that such slogans were Enver 

Hoxha’s inventions, designed only to destabilize ethnic harmony in Yugoslavia, rather than out of 

concern for the rights of ethnic Albanians.  

This instance of Vllasi’s opposition to his ethnic brethren’s demands also illustrates Migdal’s 

suggested regulating instrument of the “politics of survival” which effectively balances the Triangle 

of Accommodations. Vllasi played both sides in order to survive. Correctly understanding that his 

political life in the 1980s depended on the Yugoslav federal structure still led by Tito’s appointees, 

Vllasi sided with them and opposed ethnic Albanian separatism.  

When Tito died in May of 1980, opportunistically riding on the resurgent Serbian 

nationalism, Slobodan Milošević eventually took over the reins in Serbia and in the late 1980s 

revoked Kosovo’s political autonomy, and turned down the ethnic Albanian expectations about their 

future within Serbia. This is because once political opportunities as accommodations are established, 

they become part of the population’s expectation for the present as well as for the future.51 The 

reduction of those opportunities increased the sense of relative depravation and subsequently 

increased the likelihood of violence and separatist tendencies in Kosovo. The only thread still holding 
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the opposing communities together was the one managed by Vllasi. However, the change of the 

circumstances were too significant to be ignored by anyone. Migdal reminds us that just “like state 

leaders above them, implementors may be analyzed using a simple model of risk analysis.”52 Vllasi 

correctly understood that things had changed for his political (and even physical) survival, and he 

therefore strengthened his ties with his ethnic kinsfolk. However, his maneuvering among the 

“available resources, ideas and organizational means”53 was not well received by the new Serbian 

leadership with Milošević at its helm.  

 

Milošević’s Triangle of Accommodation in Kosovo 

Only a few years after the death of President Tito, the Yugoslav communist party fell apart. Due to its 

numerical ethnic majority, Serbian political elites tried to take over Yugoslav federal control. As a 

result of carful maneuvering during the process of Serbian takeover-Yugoslavia attempt, Milošević 

assumed complete control in Serbia and later through carefully managed “dogadjanje naroda”54 and 

“anti-bureaucratic revolution” managed to take the reins of the reduced Yugoslavia which tried 

unsuccessfully to become the continuer state of SFRY. By then, Kosovo was rocked by many ethnic 

Albanian protests and police crackdowns, while its institutions were stripped of all previous powers.55 

The carefully built Triangle of Accommodation was severely weakened. Priština University was 

closed and most of the Albanian bureaucrats were laid off,56 so they started looking for new sources 

of survival. The ethnic Albanian political participation was reduced to just a few people. Although 

Vllasi was no longer just an ordinary local state implementor, he was still trying to uphold the 

severely weakened Triangle of Accommodation by playing the role of mediator between the ethnic 

separatists and state bureaucrats.57 In such circumstances Milošević made a move to further orient his 

ostensibly populist policies “against the continuing social control of strongmen”58 and employed 

‘dirty tricks’ to uphold his agenda. After publicly denouncing Vllasi in 1988, Milošević famously 

promised his arrest at the ethnically charged Serbian public demonstrations.59 As Vllasi was arrested a 

few days later, the Serbian state finally lost this last remnant of accommodation and the Triangle 

collapsed. This orientation of Milosevic was also well understood by Brubaker (1996) who correctly 

observed, that such moves “represented a fundamental and destabilizing challenge to the precarious 

national equilibrium constructed by Tito”60 and ultimately undermined the whole constellation, which 

later collapsed under its own gravity.61  

Milošević overlooked the fact that the state can only effectively express itself in the local 

mélange of organizations when existing local social settings are somehow severely disturbed,62 which 

was not the case at that time. Furthermore, “if discontented people have or get constructive means to 

attain their social and material goals, few will resort to violence”63 and removal of Vllasi also 

removed the last possibility for a constructive means to resolve ethnic Albanian grievances. 

The Serbian leader would try to replace Vllasi by appointing another ethnic Albanian 

politician, Rahman Morina as local Serbian state representative. But, Milošević forgot that even 

“local politics [is] vulnerable to damaging publicity.”64 Morina’s local authority was already severely 

compromised because of his role as a police chief in the harsh crackdown on Albanian demonstrators. 

Such moves only enhanced the feeling that Albanian political dominance in the territory where they 

were an absolute majority was in severe danger. Such perception of threat caused outbidding and 

separatist tendencies to grow.65 Thus, Vllasi’s removal served as an important impetus for increased 

‘groupness’ among Kosovo’s ethnic Albanians, which increased the mobilization capabilities of those 

fractions among them that sought the full secession from Serbia. 

Additionally, Milošević never had time to develop the “myriad of other agencies, each effective in 

delivering some components for strategies of survival [usually] offered by state”66 in order to keep 

loyalties tied to the state and allow for effective interactions between the state and society at the 

middle level of state political life where resources are being allocated. Therefore the maneuver with a 
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new implementor “took on unexpected dimension and deprived state leaders of the concentrated 

social control and mobilization capabilities they had sought [and new] state figures could not 

overcome the [increased] fragmentation of social control.”67 So when the Serbian state tried to 

“become a presence [among ethnic Albanian] society”68 in Kosovo, the attempt utterly failed because 

there were no more meeting points between the two, and “no state can achieve predominance without 

local representatives pressing forward the state’s social control, rules of the game, and strategies of 

survival.”69 The state “weakness in affecting goal-oriented social challenge”70 became all too obvious 

especially after ethnic Albanians created parallel political structures throughout Kosovo – structures 

that were much more capable in mobilizing local population than the Serbian state.71 When Milosevic 

pragmatically turned the knob of violence even more with attempted genocide and expulsion of the 

entire ethnic Albanian population from Kosovo, he only further hampered his prospects of keeping 

Kosovo with Serbia because it made Albanian calculations simpler. For ethnic Albanians, at that 

point, independence was not just one of the political options anymore, but it was the only option. 

Therefore, it is not far-fetched to say that Milosevic’s pragmatism actually provided the possibility for 

the total mobilization of the Kosovo Albanian population towards that goal.    

 

End of Serbia with Kosovo, End of Milošević 

Without the moderation of Vllasi, ethnic Albanian separatist arguments became strengthened and 

were soon set on the path of complete separation. As it was observed in other cases,72 once such path 

is taken, it becomes almost impossible for players to stop the political game where the end is 

independence. The long-sought ethnic Albanian political aspirations in Kosovo73 were relatively 

easily re-awakened as the right opportunity presented itself.74 Milošević misplayed the game and lost 

not only the local implementor and the state territory, but his own political life.  

This instance of state collapse showcased that “state leaders [are] able to deposit most 

individual strongmen with little difficulty. But one must be extremely cautious before equating a 

growing state apparatus and ability to get rid of a strongman with a state predominance.”75 

Furthermore, it shows that a regime’s repression ability is not enough to implement policies, and/or to 

keep diverse countries together. Milošević’s regime in Serbia was more oppressive than Tito’s 

regime, and it failed. Milošević obviously did not know that “leaders must know when to move and 

against whom [and that] changing conditions demand pragmatism in their approach.”76 In order to 

preserve himself in power, he instead rigidly followed the nationalistic agendas, and was effectively 

duped by the ostensible overwhelming strength of the Serbian state military might over ethnic 

Albanians. Milošević's policies did not work as intended, and Vllasi outlived his political hangman. 

Despite his ouster in 1988, Vllasi later became the ethnic Albanian special advisor during the 

negotiations over the final status of Kosovo. On the other end, Serbs could not forgive Milošević for 

the loss of Kosovo. He went from a national hero to a despised person who was refused a proper 

burial by the Serbian Orthodox Church and was rather conspicuously buried in the backyard of his 

family home in Požarevac instead of in a proper cemetery.77  

Additional support for the argument of the broken Triangle of Accommodation can be further 

obtained if a comparison is made with another Serbian Autonomous Region of Vojvodina which did 

not secede, despite the wishes of some local groups. However, the difference between Vojvodina and 

Kosovo with a single local implementor/strong man Azem Vllasi and non-Serb majority, was that 

Vojvodina had a multitude of local strong men and implementors and numerical and political 

domination of the Serbian ethnic group. With all these various players the Triangle in Vojvodina 

could not play the full role of balancing as described by Migdal since the state has overwhelmed all 

those different and fragmented groups.78 Many of the local strong men in Vojvodina were supporting 

the state and behaving “as state leaders wanted,”79 and implementors like Mihajlo Kertes80 had only 

to worry about how to control and redistribute economic benefits to all of them, rather than oppose 
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their separatist tendencies. Therefore, any comparison of the two Serbia’s Autonomous Regions has 

to be carefully structured, because with multiple minorities, Vojvodina itself is a much more 

heterogonous region then Kosovo. As such, Vojvodina is the region with a fragmented and weaker 

society and stronger presence of the state. 

Furthermore, considering the near-genocidal outcome in the attempt to remove the ethnic 

Albanian population from Kosovo by the Serbian regime, this example of the disruption of the 

political maneuvering around the Triangle of Accommodation, can indicate that the regime might 

possibly adopt severe policies when it loses the critical local implementor in a country with just two 

dominant ethnies.81 The observed disruptions can serve as an early call for mobilization to prevent 

such outcomes. This analysis should remind us that the leaders in multiethnic states have to pay close 

attention to the Triangle of Accommodation in order to keep the state together. Therefore, we should 

carefully study the dynamic of this case, not because as H. Charles Woods would say “it is simply 

prudent to learn about it because its messes might become ours”82 describing the Balkans long ago, 

but because similar multiethnic constellations still exists in many other countries in the world. 

Although Migdal used his framework to observe why and how leaders of newly independent 

nations failed in their ambitious goals to implement their programs and policies to develop their 

countries, we can also use his model to understand why and how some countries plunged into civil 

wars, and dissolutions and the role the individual agent played in that process. This is mainly due to 

Migdal’s attention to the middle level of internal politics played in the Triangle of Accommodation in 

each country.  

Therefore, by utilizing Migdal’s framework, an examination of Kosovo’s separation from 

Serbia shows that the main indicator of the successful ethnic mobilization and drive to full secession 

could simply be caused by the mistake of an important political actor at the middle level of political 

action. This is not to say that attention to the individual actors and activities around them are the sole 

factors providing a full explanation as to why the separation happened. Far from that. Even from the 

brief historical overview of the long-sought Albanian aspirations in Kosovo provided elsewhere,83 it 

is clearly shown that it was only a matter of time as to when the separation would occur. Yet this fact 

suggests even more that it is indeed interesting to observe how that long-sought aspiration unfolded. 

This focus on individual agents involved in the process provide a better understanding on how the 

action played out on the mezzo level of politics in this case. To use Žižek’s metaphor, this analysis 

helps us understand how the last letter-bomb which returned to Milošević exploded in his face.84 
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